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Summary__________________________________________________________
**New, updated version!**
**Oct 14, 2019 with new examples and Catalina notes**
**(see version history for details)**
*** Black Friday/CyberMonday Sale: reduced price until Dec 3, 2019 ***
The essential introduction for system administrators to using, analyzing and building installation
package files (pkg) on macOS.
In this book you will learn:
- How to work with packages, analyze them without installing and install them from the command
line and remotely
- How to inspect packages with the tools built into macOS and third party tools
- How to build your own packages, from simple packages to complex - How to use the tools for
package creation and customization from macOS and some third-party tools
Working with installation packages is a fundamental skill for any system administrator. Package files
are versatile and used in many ways, wether you use Jamf Pro (aka Casper), Munki, Filewave,
LanRev, Apple Remote Desktop or a different management system.
This book will introduce you to the installation package file format (pkg). It will give you many
examples on various techniques and strategies to build packages which will scale from small
workgroups to large enterprise or school level deployments.
It also discusses larger concepts such as testing, scripting and configuration management.
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Others book from Armin Briegel
MOVING TO ZSH
macOS Catalina changes the default shell from bash to zsh.
zsh will succeed bash as the default shell. bash has been the default shell in Mac OS X Terminal since the
introduction of Mac OS X 10.3 Panther in 2003.
Like many other Mac users, I have been using bash as the main shell for the last 16 years. In this book, I will
document my experiences moving bash settings, configurations and scripts over to zsh.
This books explains
- why Apple is ...
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PROPERTY LISTS, PREFERENCES AND PROFILES FOR APPLE ADMINISTRATORS
*** Black Friday/CyberMonday Sale: reduced price until Dec 3, 2019 ***
Property Lists, Preferences and Profiles for Apple Administrators
(New Update, June 2018!)
These three topics seem minor, but can be a major headache for Apple Administrators. Mastering them
will make you a better Apple Administrator.
Property Lists are a common configuration file format on macOS and iOS. Learn about the file structure,
file formats and the tools and ...

MACOS INSTALLATION
*** Updated November 2019 for macOS Catalina *** The guide for “post-imaging” deployment of macOS
High Sierra.
With the introduction of macOS High Sierra Apple and Secure Boot on the iMac Pro has profoundly
changed the workflows for installing and deploying macOS on a large scale. In addition new technologies
and services like MDM, DEP and VPP need to be configured and used correctly.
This books explains all the different terms, services and technologies and ...
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